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where I had wished to take Embry. So we set off
towards the Dead Sea. We crossed the dreadful gorge
of Seil el Mojeb, climbing painfully and steadily. The
weather looked thicker and thicker; and by the time
we reached the confines of the Dead Sea there seemed
to be a solid wall of grey lowering fog on the further
shore. As I could not see the opposite cliffs at all,
I judged that it would be unwise to proceed. We
had also had a message to say that Maitland and Summers
were down at Rafa owing to fog. So with some difficulty
I managed to get in front of Embry and fire a red light;
whereat we both turned back and flew to Ziza in rather
a depressed state of mind. We then turned in at the
little station in the upper room and went to sleep.
Ziza to Kulundia. During the afternoon the cloud
and fog seemed to have lifted a little over the hills,
especially on the northern route; so we decided to have
a go for Ramleh before dark. We got an affirmative
weather report from them in the air. We flew towards
the head of the Dead Sea, up over the Hills of Moab,
and as we came to the escarpment which falls down
in great terraced crags to the Jordan Valley, we struck
a colossal headwind, and hardly seemed to make any
progress at all. The scene was most impressive. It
was late afternoon and the light seemed to be failing
unusually early. The Jerusalem Hills stood up sil-
houetted against the sky, all their forms merged together
and simplified into one great shadowy wall ending in
a rugged sky line. Far below the Jordan Valley lay
deeply veiled in shadow; and I could dimly see Jericho
at the foot of the shadowy wall. Over the Dead Sea
itself was shadow and gloom; but to the west, over the
Judaean Hills, was a line of brightness, made by the

